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Model Brochure 

 

Thermo EMF Thermometry 

RSE -225, Thermo EMF Thermometry with RS-Cube Safety Assurance. The conversion of temperature 

difference to electric current and vice-versa is termed as thermoelectric effect. In 1981, Thomas Johann Seebeck 

found that a circuit with two dissimilar metals with different temperature junctions would deflect a compass 

magnet. He realised that there was an induced electric current, which by Ampere's law deflect the magnet. Also 

electric potential or voltage due to the temperature difference can drive the electric current in the closed circuit. 

To measure this voltage, one must use a second conductor material which generates a different voltage under the 

same temperature gradient. Otherwise, if the same material is used for measurement, the voltage generated by 

the measuring conductor would simply cancel that of the first conductor. The voltage difference generated by 

the two materials can then be measured and related to the corresponding temperature gradient. It is thus clear 

that, based on Seebeck's principle; thermocouples can only measure temperature differences and need a known 

reference temperature to yield the absolute readings 

 

 

Product Name Thermo EMF 

Thermometry 

Product Model No.  RSE-225 

MRP 5600/- 

Brand  RS-Cube™ 
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Specification: 
 

Model No. RSE-225 

Type of On-board meter available Digital 

Number of Potentiometers provided onboard to 

vary load resistance 
1 

Number of variable DC power supply available on 

board 
1 

Variable DC power supply (in volts) 12 

Number of LED indicators available to indicate 

Power input 
1 

Availability of DC Voltmeter available on board Yes 

Range of DC Voltmeter (in volt) 0-30 

Availability of DC Ammeter on board Yes 

Range of DC Ammeter (in milli Ampere) 0-50 

Number of test points provided onboard to observe 

signals 
10 

Necessary patch cords available for interconnection Yes 

Casing Material Plastic 

Indicate operating input power supply requirements 220V 

Min Operating temperature for Network Theorem 

Kit in degree Celsius 
+10 

Max Operating temperature for Network Theorem 

Kit in degree Celsius 
45 

Operating Humidity for Network Theorem Kit 

(RH) 
80% 

Whether the offered kit tested at Central Govt / 

NABL approved / ILAC accredited Lab, any NABL 

accredited lab, govt lab/international lab to prove 

conformity to the specification 

No 

If Yes, Test Report to be furnished to the Buyer on 

demand 
Yes with Test Report 

Whether manufacturer of offered product has 

national/international certification (such as ISO, 

TUV, etc ) 

Yes 

Indicate name of certification agency & certificate 

number and date 
ISO 

Installation and Demonstration included in the 

scope of supply 
No 

List of items and its number included in the offered 

package 
Thermocouple 

Supplied with comprehensive user manual Yes 

Warranty of Network Theorem kit 1 

 


